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The purpose of this note is to announce the major ideas and results
developed in [R]x. The proofs of these results will appear in a series of
three papers [R]2, [R]3, and [RR], the latter including categorical topics
that will be omitted here. The subject matter is the covering and function
theoretic properties of uniform spaces, a subject initiated by John Isbell
in the 1950's. (See [GI] and [I].) Our work represents a continuation and
extension of the current work of Anthony Hager ([H]l5 [H]2) and Z.
Frolik; and overlaps somewhat with recent work of Z. Frolik ([Fr]l5 [Fr]2).
The author wishes to emphasize that his work substantiates the existence
of a theory of uniform structures which is not primarily interested in
topological applications. Therefore, the viewpoint adopted here is one of
intrinsic interest per se in uniform properties.
A uniform space is denoted by uX, where u is a family of covers on the
set X constituting a uniformity. uX isfineif u is the largest uniformity on X
with the same uniform topology. A subfine space is a subspace of a fine
space. uX is locally fine if each cover of the form {AanCp} eu, where
{Aa} e w, and {Cp} e u for each a. uX is M-fine (sub-M-fine) if each uniformly continuous function (map) to a metric (complete metric) space
remains a map relative to the fine uniformity on M (the uniformity with
the basis of open covers of M). uX is hereditarily M-fine if each subspace
is M-fine.
The basic source on locally fine and subfine spaces is [I], while the
development of separable M-fine and separable hereditarily M-fine spaces
(those with a basis of countable covers) originates in [Hh and [H]2.
One easily sees that each fine space is M-fine and that each M-fine space
is sub-M-fine. Example C of [GI] is a hereditarily M-fine space which is
not locally fine. [I] shows that each locally fine space is sub-M-fine and
that each subfine space is locally fine; the converse of the latter is an unsolved problem. From [I] we also know that each separable sub-M-fine
space is subfine.
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The properties we have defined are closed under completion, the formation of sums and quotients, and with the exception of M-fine are hereditary
properties.
Each of the above properties defines a coreflective subcategory of uniform spaces (given X, there exists X<# e *% and a map X<#->X with this
property: For each map Y->fX, with 7 G ? , there exists a unique map
Y->9X such that f g = / ) . Actually coreflections have a simpler description here, from which there exists a smallest M-fine (resp. sub-M-fine,
hereditarily M-fine, locally fine) uniformity mu (resp. mxu, m*u, Xu)
containing u. The following is evidently a method for generating the uniformities mu and m±u.
Let {X -+foLM:uX-+fpM is a map, pM metric (complete metric)
generate cow^t/), where a is the fine uniformity on M. Inductively, if /?
is a limit ordinal, let a)ip)u=\J {co(y)ir.y</3}; otherwise let a>(/?)w=
coO^" 1 ^). Then mu={J co{p)u and m^u^U co[p)u. Elaborating a technique from [V], we can show the extra steps unnecessary and from 1.1
we can then justify the term "sub-M-fine".
THEOREM

1.1. mu=œu;

THEOREM 1.2.
M-fine spaces.
COROLLARY

mxu=a^w.

The sub-M-fine spaces are precisely the subspaces of

1.3. Each locally fine space is a subspace of an M-fine space.

Actually 1.1 may be considerably improved by a covering characterization of mu and mxu. We first examine the separable case. If we restrict
ourselves to separable (complete separable) metric spaces in the definition
of M-fine (sub-M-fine), and denote the analogous modifications ms, ml,
m%, we have this characterization, where v denotes the least upper bound
operation and eu is the uniformity with the basis of countable covers
from u.
THEOREM

2.1. (a) msu=uymeu.

(b) mlu=uvm1eu=u\/heu.

(c) m%u=

uym^eu.
THEOREM 3.1. mu{m*u) has the basis of covers of the form
where {An} e meu(m*eu) and {C«} e u.

{AnC\C^},

Theorems 2.1 and 3.1 have been independently achieved by Z. Frolik.
(See [Fr]1? [Fr]2.) In [H^ an explicit description of meu and m%eu is given:
meuX(m*euX) has a basis of covers of the form {coz(fn):fne
C(uX)}
({An:An G or(coz C(UX))}), where c(coz C(uX)) is the cr-algebra generated
by the family {coz(g):g e C(uX)} and
coz(g)={x:g(x)^0}.
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THEOREM 3.2. If lepM^e&M for each complete metric space pM, then
mxu has the basis of covers of the form {AnnC^}9 where
{A^em^u^
Àeu, and {C£} e u. (Here OL denotes the fine uniformity on M.)

Call the spaces which are characterized by 3.2 locally sub-M-fine and
denote the associated operation m0. These are precisely the spaces for
which {An r\C%} e w, when {An} e eu and {C«} e u.
PROPOSITION

3.3.

(a) me=em. (b) m*e=em*. (c) m0e=em0.

(a) and (b) have been independently achieved in [¥r]v
Once again, I do not know if 3.3 holds for mx\ of course if 3.2 holds
this will be the case and mQ will be mv We can prove
PROPOSITION

3.4. Each sub-M-fine space is locally sub-M-fine.

THEOREM 3.5. uX is M-fine (hereditarily M-fine) if and only if uX is
locally sub-M-fine and C(uX) is closed under inversion (a regular ring).

C(uX) is closed under inversion when ƒ e C(UX), f 9*0, implies that
l/fe C(uX). The separable case of 3.5 may be found in [H]v
THEOREM 4.1. If uX is locally fine, muX and m*uX are locally fine;
hence m%pM is locally fine for each metric space pM.

I have been unable to determine if X preserves the M-fine property.
If this is the case, then 2.3 shows that each locally fine space is a subspace
of a locally fine M-fine space; hence the unsolved question reduces to
whether each locally fine M-fine space is subfine.
We turn now to the closed subspaces of products of metric spaces,
which for convenience will be called metric complete. The fundamental
connection with the notion of M-fine is given by 5.1.
5.1. The following are equivalent.
(a) muX is complete.
(b) uX is metric complete.
(c) Each u-Cauchy filter with the countable intersection property converges.
THEOREM

5.2. The following are equivalent.
(a) uX is metric complete (with the property that Xhas no closed discrete
subspace of Ulam measurable power).
(b) euX and cuX are each isomorphic to a closed subspace of a product
of separable metric spaces.
THEOREM

THEOREM 5.3. A precompact space is metric complete if and only if it is
isomorphic to a closed subspace of powers of(0, 1).
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Let d denote the functor which reflects uniform spaces into metric
complete spaces. We have this description, where TtuX denotes the completion of uX.
THEOREM

5.4. duX is the Gô closure of X in

TTUX.

In [RR] duX is described in terms of a natural inverse limit associated
with uX. This description has been obtained by Morita [M], and a similar
one in topology by Zenor [Z]. In [H] Husek has characterized the precompact metric complete spaces in a different manner.
THEOREM

5.5.

The functors m and d commute: nid=dm.

Finally, we conclude with a short discussion of covering properties.
THEOREM 6.1. IfuX is complete (with the cardinal restriction of 6.2(a))
and has a basis of point finite (star finite) uniform covers, then euX (cuX) is
complete.

This result (apparently) generalizes the analogous result found in [GI]
for spaces with a a-disjoint basis, since each or-point finite uniform cover
has a point finite uniform refinement.1 However, no example of a uniform
space without a cr-disjoint basis is known. We do have the following
results.
THEOREM 6.2. A locally sub-M-fine space has a point finite basis if and
only if it has a cr-disjoint basis.
PROPOSITION 6.3. Each sub-M-fine space has a a-disjoint basis; each
hereditarily M-fine space has a basis of disjoint uniform covers.

It is unknown whether the restriction of a point finite basis in 6.1 is
needed to insure euX complete. If each locally sub-M-fine space has a
point finite basis, the question can be answered negatively (since uX is
complete if and only if m0uX is complete, 3.3(c) and 6.1 insure em0uX=
m0euX complete; hence euXis complete). Finally, example B of [GI] is a
complete space uX for which cuX is not complete.
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